Adhesive tape
Needle
Quarter
Rubber tubes
Drum skin
Whipped cream cake
Airmail envelope
Marching band
Screw
Red spray-paint
Hoist
Vin Rosé
Change
Mirrors
Bowler hat
Pants
Megaphone
Racket
Cup of coffee
Plasma tank
Double bass
Foot switches
Gravedigger
String
Coffee machine
Darts
Suitcase
Gasoline
Tails
Girl
Inflatable leg
Tattered shoes
Green palm
Movie camera
Stopwatch
A monster
Masks
Paintbrush
Bandages
Keyboard
Large dolls
Truck
Metronome
Streetcars
Explosives
Vase of flowers
Instruments
Whisky
Toy sailboat
Performers
Inkpad
Cotton balls
Aluminium foil
Paper gliders
Curtain
Stork
Poster
Bums
A dress with several envelopes
Tuba
Watch
Sea
Decanters
Shrub
Cash register
Bottle of water
Stairs
Feather duster
Vermont maple-syrup
Head
Stairway
Paper
Tape measure
Raindrops
Broom
Hose
Flies
Bandana
Stage lights
Police whistle
Hammer
Tattoos
Keyhole
Length of wood
Ashtray
Thin cable
Hens 3
Elm
Wet sponge
Can opener
Toothbrushes
Perspiration
Instrument case
Steam
Rose
Blue sky

Lipstick
Markers
Phonographs
Cotton balls with alcohol
Blue plate
Projector (8mm)
Rolled newspapers
Hook
Steam locomotive
Green clothes
Newsprint
Self
Umbrella
Concertina
Paper flakes
Shoe
Chest protector, shin guards, straps etc.
White bed
Thermometer
Red slide
Alcohol
Corrugated board
Paper money
Thick glue
Ribbon
Butter
Two cups of coffee
Garbage can
Tumbleweed balls
Syringe
Animal footprints
Wolf
Large book
Graham cracker
Head
Pail of water
A fire
Ice water
Wet bar of soap
Poster
Savi
Chess pieces
Eyebrow
Jumping mechanical frog
Photos and film
Letter
Sticky-tape
Fire hose
Wet objects
Platform
Necklace tie
White screen
Light things that are difficult to throw
Parachute
Large cloth bag
House
Drawing paper
Ropes
Sharp tool
Ugly necktie
Ladders
Air
Clove
Newspapers
Wrapped object
Goblet
Viola
Cane
Electronic apparatus
No smoking sign
Tennis racket
Reedbird
Coldwater
Bleach
Saw
Loose score-leaf
Finely ground pepper
Condensed milk
Shoelaces
Bus
Water
Nuts
Paint (red, yellow, blue, white, black)
Jam
A board
Disinfectant
Swimming pool
TV set
A Greek
Cello
Samurai armour
Hen-shit
Balls
Long tubes
Screen
Recorded sounds
Soap suds
White paint
Dolls
Jokes
Nitre
Microphones
Electronic flasher
Wet objects
Broken off moustache tip mended with blue modeling clay
Ceiling
Brown Christmas tree
Paper cap
Sledgehammers
Plastic coats
Kettledrums
Sign
Perambulator
Tub
Small toys
Red clothes
A greenery
Socks
Mist spray (deodorants, medicated vapor, perfumes, disinfectant, various flavors)
Toothpick
Iced dice
Basket
Coin operated vending-machine
Empty vessel
Trousers
Door (shutter/window/sliding door)
Squeaking rubber toys
Hand-held racket
Black and white sand
Red
Full bottle
Look-alike boxes
A grouse
New suit
Painting
Contrabass
Gas masks
Nail
Telescope
Home
Public address system
Mis-numbered seats
Gramophone
Relics
Fork
Blind beggars
Foods
2-inch wide ribbon
Apricot jam
Toys
Wax
Pine
Apple
Receipt
Die
Shoes scrape
Music
Rice
Drunks
Empty envelope
Cherries
Ice
Saw
Gongs
Yellow seats
Gifts
Horse
Vacuum cleaner
Teeth
Cigarette smoke
Foam rubber
Window
Tinsel strings
Can
Slightly leaky waterhose
Alarm clock
Wooden shelf
Black item
Water pails
Comb
String
Piano seat
Traditional dance costume
Bicycle bell
Star
Figure 8 knot
Coat
Half hitch
Scrambled Buddhas
Laxative
Pencil
Black
Notations
Plate
Surplus store clothes
Eraser
Adhesive tape
Ebony
Lighters
Chopped nuts
Black object
Glass of buttermilk
Yellow slide
Concrete blocks
Love letter
Magnetic tape
Small concrete block
Fountain
Meat
Bathing suits
Shirt
Camera
Small tape-recorder
Broom
Fans
Clear glass bottles
Birthday candles
Sheep
Black bulb
Ping-pong ball
Bell
Glass
A gripsack
Heavy pendulum
People: beggars, tramps, bums, drunkards
Basketball
Big book
Roller coaster
Dog shank
Cards (deck)
2-yard paper bird  
Carrots  
Sherry  
White chair  
Paper missiles  
Dresser  
Clothes hooks  
Packages  
Magnifying glass  
Waste can  
Turnstile  
Guyanese flag  
Helmet  
Tooth picks  
Religious sculptures  
Screwdriver  
Finger  
Cake  
Full size photo of an orchestra  
Hangman’s noose  
Drink  
Bird  
Yam  
Salad  
Tuborg (or Carlsberg)  
Bagatelles  
Beads  
Pimple  
Black suitcase  
Head of lettuce  
Music rack  
Videotape  
Girl  
Butter  
Flat  
Glue  
A dress made of balls  
Dandruff  
Change machine  
Blue breast  
Tennis shoes  
Yellow chair  
Yam  
A grenade  
Edibles  
Inkbottles  
Wine  
Black chair  

Car horns  
Sweat suits  
Glycerin  
Clothes tree  
Car  
Hens  
Bottles  
Skimmed-milk powder  
Forsythia  
Bowlie  
Large cards  
Costume: sewn sack with holes  
Pile of clothing  
Motor  
Hunting horn  
Fingertip  
Chalk  
Black cap  
Elbow  
Whipped cream  
Red wine  
Luminous paint  
Match  
Black soap  
Mountain  
Flute  
Neckties  
Windlass  
Earwax  
Stuffed bird  
Building on the right side of the alley  
Fishing pole  
Smoke bombs  
Rich variety of food  
Straight line  
Handkerchief  
Large tub of water  
Blackbird  
Flour  
Tight shoes  
Piano with treble on the left ascending to the bass on the right  
Fresh film  
Genuine water from Dunkerque in organic glass bottle
Baseball catcher’s uniform, mask, glove
Cream
Refrigerator
Toy sword
Cannon
Loudspeaker
Machine gun
Dishes
Laundry
Boxes: wood, paper, cardboard, Plexiglas, metal, colored, painted, plain
Stepladder
Tube
Flash and paper
Linen napkins
Pencil flashlights
Token
Hot peppers
Naked performer
Pigment
Fishing pole
Football
Red-hot plate
Spanish cards
Brake suspended upside down
bottle with a club
Bald heads
Grater
Hen’s feathers
Iron
Blue urine cookies
Kettles
Small objects
Knife
Token
Child
Dress: consisting mainly of feathers
Helium-filled balloons
Barking dog
Whistles
Grass blade
Hooves
Bed

Sports object
(basketball/tennis ball/racket)
The Gulf Stream
Violins
House number
Dish of food
Ticket
Back
Thick score books
Bean
Spoon
Keys
Parcel
Drugs
Pad
Whistles
French horn
Bear
Rain/wind
Man
Fig
No vacancy sign
Stilts
Pickled foods
Two horses (oxen, elephants, tractors etc.)
Dowel
Balloons
Man/woman
Scores
Tuba
Cotton swabs
Books
Green glass bottles
Hairballs
Sound-recording equipment
Evaporated milk
Pebbles
Flowerpots
Skin blemishes
Blindfold
Sun
Baseball
Tie
Book
Sun
Tea
Aluminium foil suit
Motion picture equipment (all available to Hollywood)
People
Smoke
Tropical birds
Foam rubber floor impregnated with soapsuds
Mud
New dolls
Sheet
Perfume nebuliser (throat/fertiliser/insecticide)
Grand piano
Small dolls
Broom
Single ladder
Keyboard length stick
Ladle
Paper
Clotheshanger
Leotards
Tyre
Live crabs
Bucket
Paper plates
Boiling tea
Destroyed dolls
Frosted horizon
Straw
Nivea cream
Puzzles
Drumsticks
Sandpaper
Hook
Words
Head of lettuce
Rubber balls
Waffles
India ink
Tea
Bicycle carrier
Stones
Ice-cream cone
Rubber gloves
Signal lamps
Bow
Toes
Grass
Bricks
Tunni fish sandwich on brown bread with lettuce and butter
Cannon
Blue satin umbrella
Sulphur
Master tape
Bells
Large chess-piece
French horn
Sports
Pigs
Vaseline
Gold ball
Dried peas/beans
Moving streetcar
Bread
Glasses
Soap bubbles
Dark figure
Corridors
Gun
Hot water
Naked dolls
Long string
Shoe soles
Missing letter sign
Recorded sounds
Tricycle
Binoculars
Flags
Tramps
Narrow tube
Metal
Snake
Greek flag
Hose
Sneeze powder incense
Blackboard
Table
Rubber toy
Eye
Microscope
Busts of Wagner
Organ
Pin
Beard
A dress consisting mainly of
labels
Plastic sac
Saliva
Small hooks
Zippers
Blackboard
Spectral colours
Fly
Bottles
Hoist hook
Packages
Cigarette packs
Lamp
Shit covered plastic bust of
Bismarck
Blank sheets of paper
Platform (8 x 8 foot sq,
inclined at 45 degrees)
Tubular chair
Percussion
Clothes brush
Glass vases
White sink
Straw
Leaking water hose
Baton
Photo flashlights
Brown bag
Child’s right-foot
Paper gliders
Coffee
Ski-track
Axes
Christmas tree ball
Valve
Cloak
Taxi
One pound piece of ice
Large white panel
Poems
Men’s black dress shoes
Tongue
Shaver
Insulated nail
Choir
Tools
Binoculars

Portrait of yourself
Magnifying glass
Silence sign
Reef
Bathtub
Woodsaw
Streetcar ticket
White table-sugar
Puddle of water
Clothed dolls
Tractor
Bathing suits
Underwear
Yellow cab
Big canvas with holes cut in it
Map
Skin
Drum
Bathroom scale of the bullseye
lens variety
Violin pegs
Vessel
Dental pick
Spoons
Kleenex
Pistols
Sweepings
Clothespins
Banana
Tied parcel
Crowd
Wind instruments
Pianos (grand/ upright)
Trombone
Rosin
Quart of Canadian milk
Stone
Cowbird
Lime
Orange
Wet mud
Black cloud
Old piece of furniture
Sandwich
Cuckoo clock
Hands
Entrance
Ice cube
A meal
Salt
Cigarette dispenser
Photo of Fidel Castro
Bucket
Can curtain
Large pan of water
Matches
Space heaters
Charcoal
Wall
Hair/yarn
Stomach
White furniture, pictures, food, drink, clothes, books
Two black shoes
Insect
Electric fan
Sign
Dry sponge
Cloth
Sun
Larch
Tit
One-cent coin
Plastic statues
Wheel
Scars
Honey
Dog kennel
Long sticks
Water gun
Sewing machine
White objects
Cups
Rubber objects
Magician’s hat
Cough drop
Top hat
Score
Finest markers
Gas pump
Mallet
Cookie
Piece of canvas
Signs, including:
‘Stay until the room is blue’,
‘do not disturb’,
‘use ashtray 4 ashes’,
‘G Brecht forget this’,
‘listen’,
etc.
Cigarette
Bale of hay
Rolled-up sheet of paper
Giant bread
Dogs
Motor operated reeds
String instruments
Rubber boots
Chair
Shoelaces
Nine crackers
A painting
Pencil
Cream
Banker’s cheque
Fish
Hen’s feathers
Elephant
White balls
Music stand
Snow covered field
Mouthful of water
Cat
Exit
Stand (table)
Pendulum
Incense
Trumpet
White coats
Still
Tennis balls
Crystal goblets
Scissors
Paper bag
Cymbal
Cow
Silkscreen
Bed spread
Cardboard angels
Parachute
Notebook
A grub-axe
Obituary
Policeman’s outfit
Square sound wave of 212 cycles per second
Candlestick
Young girl
Whitewash
Floor
Sailboat
Francs
Coffee pot
Black and white striped cane
Ladder
Pipe smoke
Biography
Chicken coup
Yellow ball
Concert programs as gliders of paper balls
Food
Spring, summer, autumn, winter
Rubber gloves
White surfaces
Boxes (small)
A raft
Long rope
Raindrops
Grain
String and pulley system
Drinks
Tape (recording)
Blanket of ostrich boas
Stool
Hotplates
Crushed expanded polystyrene
Deflated orange balloons
Dirt
Piss
Soprano trombone
Large pan
TV screen
Orange paint
Priests
Violin case
Drink dispenser
A grindstone
Sky
A groundnut

Dried fruit, sawdust and other things
Candles
Surgeon's sponges
Marks
Chalk
Scenery
Flag
A dress consisting mainly of belts
Deoder
Wind
Hat
Snake dress
Elevator
Large sheet of paper
Nylon raincoat
Fur coats
Light
Salt
Flux eggs
Black painting
Deodorant spray
Radio
Tangerine
Black helium-filled balloons
Rice
Rags
Vacuum
Million yen
Drawers of a chest
Baby
Jacket
Pen
Night table
Certificate
Danish flag
Glass of flag
Hot peppers
Arrow or dart
Stretcher
Clubs
Questionnaire
Rubberbands
Night
Leaking feather pillow
Microphone
Clock face
Hayley Newman tried to reproduce, in miniature, every object used in the Sixties Fluxus movement’s musical scores. Installed with this accompanying list, objects as diverse as a wolf, flag and egg were represented in this assortment.

In the performance-event titled A Concert artists and musicians Anne Bean, The Bohman Brothers, Bruce Gilbert and Margarita Gluzberg were invited to join Newman by devising a series of musical performances in response to the inventory.

Originally published as part of the installation MiniFlux on occasion of the exhibition Her Noise at the South London Gallery, 10 November – 18 December 2005.

Commissioned by Electra (www.electra-productions.com) with funding from The Henry Moore Foundation, Elephant Trust and Arts Council England. PDF/booklet design: Phil Baines

Hayley Newman, 2005
Miniflux Checker

Miniflux Checker is a Firefox WebExtension that tracks unread items in a Miniflux RSS reader account. Specifically, it does the following:

- Provides a toolbar icon that indicates the number of unread feed items.
- Creates desktop notifications when new items are detected.

Setup.

Install Miniflux Checker either from its addons.mozilla.org listing or its GitHub page. Open the extension’s preferences page from Addons manager and set the Miniflux URL and credentials.

Miniflux focuses on simplicity. Less is more! Fast and efficient.

Miniflux is compiled statically without external dependencies, drop the binary on your server and you are done. You also have the choice to use the RPM/Debian package or the Docker image.

Free, open source and self-hosted. Miniflux is a free and open source project distributed under the permissive Apache 2.0 License.

Donations

Do you like Miniflux? make a donation.

Miniflux Alternatives.

Miniflux is described as ‘minimalist and opinionated feed reader’ and is a popular app in the News & Books category. There are more than 100 alternatives to Miniflux for a variety of platforms, including the Web, Android, iPhone, iPad and Windows. The best alternative is Feedly, which is free. Other great apps like Miniflux are Inoreader (Freemium), Flipboard (Free), Tiny Tiny RSS (Free, Open Source) and Reeder (Paid).

Share on Facebook. Tweet. Share on Reddit.

miniflux

A Small Boilerplate-Free Flux(ish) Library for React Apps.

JSBin.

Overview.

npm install --save miniflux. Examples below assume browserify. dist/ contains standalone builds if that's what you need. Create a store with some initial state, and register any action handlers and callbacks. var Flux = require('miniflux'); var initialState = {'foo': 'bar'}; var MyStore = Flux.Store(initialState).

Package Details:

miniflux 2.0.30-1.

Package Actions.

View PKGBUILD / View Changes.

miniflux.

Description: Minimalist Feed Reader.

Upstream URL: https://miniflux.app.

Licenses: Apache.

Conflicts: miniflux-git.

Submitter: lightdark.